
Save time.
Manage work.
We have the solution.

TimeMoto offers the complete and convenient solution to manage your workforce and
take control over time. With physical, intuitive Time Clocks and cloud-based, insightful
software, allow yourself a flexible combination of clocking, scheduling, and handling
timesheets and reports.
 
TimeMoto Time Clocks fuse smart technology with a smooth interface. Designed with
convenience in mind, it lets your team clock in and out within seconds. Seamlessly
integrated with these Time Clocks are the TimeMoto Cloud Plans, containing an array 
of features to keep your employee management on track. Capture every minute with a 
single setup, wherever you are.
 
A complete clocking solution providing insights on who’s working and how long. Get
detailed overviews on absences, holiday requests and overtime hours; no more
surprises. Most importantly, you’ll always get a tailored and flexible solution. One that
adapts to your business, not the other way around.
 
It’s time for clarity.
 
Ask us for more information about TimeMoto!



Step 1  Choose your Time Clock and accessories

Step 2 
Trial and Choose 
Cloud Plan

Start your free 30-day trial by visiting www.timemoto.com/trial to register. 

You will get access to the TimeMoto Cloud Plus Plan for up to 50 users, explore the platform in 
its entirety, and no credit card is needed. You can even practice clocking in and out on your 
phone using the free TimeMoto mobile app.

After your trial, you can choose the Essential or Plus Plan (monthly or annually) for the number of 
users you need, or even the Free Plan if you have less than 10 users. Try out the platform and all 
its features for free to decide which Plan would be best for you and your team.

TimeMoto’s product range offers numerous flexible solutions to best suit your specific business needs. Taking back control over time starts with two simple 
steps: choosing your clocking device and trialling the TimeMoto Cloud Plan.

Complete clocking solution

Ethernet and Wi-Fi connection

GDPR Compliant

Colour display

Keys

Users

TM—626

2.8’’ TFT

Tactile keys

Up to 200 users
max. 200 fingerprints

TM—616

2.8’’ TFT

Tactile keys

Up to 200 users

Model TM—828 SC

3.5’’ TFT

Touch-Sense keys

Up to 2.000 users
max. 2.000 fingerprints

TM—838 SC

3.5’’ TFT

Touch-Sense keys

Up to 2.000 users
max. 400 faces

TM—818 SC

3.5’’ TFT

Touch-Sense keys

Up to 2.000 users

RFID/PIN

DESfire

MIFARE 

Fingerprint

Face recognition

Includes TimeMoto Cloud 
free plan for up to 10 users

RF—100
25 RFID Badges

RF—110
25 RFID Key fobs

Clocking in and out is possible in various ways. 
Whichever identification methods you and your 
team prefer are supported by easy-to-use 
accessories.


